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SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE
,
ITS PURPOSE aND APPLICATION

INTRODUCTION

The Division of Simplified.' Practice of the. National
Bureau of Standards serves as a clearing house or centraliz-
ing agency through which manufacturer, distributor, and
consumer groups cooperate in furthering a nation-wide
program for the elimination of the excessive and needless
variety of sizes, types, and dimensions of manufactured
products, which make the processes of manufacturing, and
distribution less profitable than might be. Statistics
issued from time to time estimate the costs of avoidable
v/astes in production' and distribution, and while there may
be differences of opinion as to the magnitude’ of those costs,
there is a consensus as to the fact that there is always room
for improvement.

Simplified practice offers itself as one means of reduc-
ing the costs of production and distribution. Successful
application of simplified practice is dependent upon
voluntary support by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers,
and consumers. In addition to industry itself, direct
cooperators in, and beneficiaries of this activity. are
Federal, State, and municipal establishments. Each Simpli-
fied Practice Recommendation, based as it is on the voluntary
initiative of the affected business groups, exemplifies self-
government in industry.

In the following pages will be found. a more detailed
consideration of the principle of simplified practice, and a
description of the plan that any group in any industry may
follow in inaugurating the development of a Simplified
Practice Recommendatio.no

SIMPLIFICATION, SIMPLIFIED .PRACTICE AND STANDARDIZATION

Simplification has been defined in general terms as that
policy of management which has as its object the conduct of
all activities and the performance of all functions of an
enterprise in the least elaborate manner consistent with any
given purpose. One essential application of. this policy
consists in reducing excessive variety of types and sizes of
products purchased or sold.

Simplified practice is a method of eliminating super-
fluous variety through the voluntary action of an industrial



or commercial group. It represents the concerted action of

one or more industries in applying simplification. Speci-
fically, when one manufacturer reduces the number of types
and sizes in his stock lines, that is simplification. The
consumer applies the same principle when he limits his
purchasing to stock items. When a group of manufacturers,
distributors, and users cooperate to concentrate their
respective operations on a definite and relatively small
list of variations, simplification becomes simplified
practice.

The term simplification, when useu in the sense of

eliminating unnecessary variety, is sometimes confused with
standardization, but the two activities are essentially
different. Standardization is primarily technical, and
creative; its function is to determine and establish in use
the best design, quality, method or process for performing a

desired function. Simplification, on the other hand, is
commercial and selective; its function is to determine which
sizes or items of a product are most important, and to con-
centrate production on them wherever possible. Simplification
may be applied to articles already standardized as to design
or size, or it may be applied as a step preliminary to
standardization, thereby clearing the way and reducing the
number of items to be standardized. In the great majority of
cases the formulation of a simplified practice program by' an
industry, and its subsequent consideration by a. general
conference are attended by few difficulties of a technical
character

.

Experience' he
s

* shown that otherwise insuperable obstacles
in the way of securing the desired support for such a program
after its formulation may be avoided when it is developed
under the auspices of a disinterested agency. In order to
safeguard the interests of all concerned, this agency must
have prestige, accumulated experience, and. the permanence
necessary to insure such regular revisions as will keep the
simplified list in accord with current demand and improvement
in the industry’s methods. The Department of Commerce,
through the Division of Simplified practice of the National
Bureau of Standards, has lor a number of years provided such
an agency

.

When the Division was. organized in; 1921, curtain funda-
mental principles were adopted as a basis for its work-. One
of the most important of these is that simplified practice
must always be a voluntary activity. The Division does not
initiate simplification projects, nor attempt to dictate or
even participate in the formulation of any Simplified Practice
Recommendation. Its function is purely cooperative, as a

neutral, disinterested coordinating and centralizing agency to
assist in developing the best thought and practice in an
industry

.
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Another important principle is that simplified, practice
results in maximum benefit only •When it represents a true
consensus of every interest concerned with the particular
product or commodity to which it applies. Simplified prac-
tice may be initiated by any group in ©n industry. While
most projects are initiated by manufacturers, several of the
most successful have been initiated by distributors or users
of the product. No matter which group initiates the project,
it must receive the support of all other groups, which must
also have an active part in it s .formulation

.

a Simplified practice Recommendation, like a standard, a

manufacturing process, a sales method, or any other form of
industrial or commercial policy, must be flexible. It must
.be capable of modification to meet new development, invention,
or any other factors which cause a change in conditions. This
fact has been recognized by the Division from the very begin-
ning .of its work, and has been adequately provided for in the
procedure used to develop simplified practice projects.

DEVELOPING A SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION

The success of a simplified practice project depends
largely upon the completeness ana accuracy of the data
collected through a survey of. the specific industry. Studies
of sales figures for different commodity lines frequently
show that about 80 percent of the business is done in
approximately 20 percent of the -varieties in which the
product is offered. The remaining, 80 percent of the variety
which brings in only 1/5 of the year’s business is often a

drag on industry, causing excessive inventories, higher
carrying costs, slow turnover, ana heavy obsolescense, with
consequent loss to all concerned, as a first step in
developing a simplified practice recommendation a represen-
tative committee of the industry should secure the following
information

:

1. a complete list of sizes, varieties, types, etc.,
of the article made during each year of the period
to be covered by the survey.

2. The volume of each item under (1) produced
annually

.

3. The relative importance of the items under (1)
other than as shown by production (some items of
small production may be very important because
of special applications).

4. The probable future trends.
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The items which, in the opinion of the -corre spon-
dent answering, can be eliminated with (

£

3 )
c ertain

advantage, (bj prob able a dv a nt a ge s
and (cy) possible

advantage.

This information is con soli dated int 0 a statemen t to be

considered by a general conf eren c e at wh

i

ch all interested
groups are adequately repres ente d . The committee cha irman
prepares lists, of represents t ive producer s, di str

j

.but ors, an
consumer;3 who, in his judgme nt

,

should be i nvit ed to the
general conference. When necessary, these lists may be
amplified by the division so as to insure balanced represen-
tation .

Based on the facts shown in the committee’s survey report
the general conference adopts a simplified practice recommends
tion, usually in the form of a list of sizes or types of the
product which appears adequate to meet all normal demands.
The Division of Simplified Practice then prepares a complete
report of the action taken by the conference, which is sub-
mitted to those concerned for final acceptance of the recommen
da tion

.

STENDING- C Oil'llTIES

nt the close of its session, the general conference
authorizes a permanent standing committee, usually composed
of not more than three representatives from' each branch of
the industry; for example, producers, distributors, and con-
sumers. The function of this committee is to provide an
avenue through, which the industry may be promptly consulted,
and may in turn make known its views.

The members should be prepared to devote such time and
to accept such assignments and responsibilities as may be
necessary to the success of the program, including attendance
at such occasional meetings as may be required. The chairman,
in accepting his appointment, places his services and those
of his committee at the disposal of the industry, through the
Division of Simplified Practice; (a) for prompt ana careful
consideration of all questions which may arise when the
program is put into actual use, (b) for the application of
such measures as appear to be in the best interests of all
concerned.

A committee that quickly and accurately reflects the
wishes and opinions of the industry and, through its chairman,
promptly disposes of matters referred to it, is a practical
insurance against any serious difficulty in the initial
application and maintenance of simplified practice.
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The standing committee must recognize that the Department
of Commerce, in its capacity as a coordinating agency alone,
has no authority to compel acceptors to adhere strictly to the
letter of a recommendation, in. important function of the
standing committee is to emphasize to acceptors the fact that
it is definitely to their interest to subject the recommenda-
tion to a thorough practical test. Only in this way can the
soundness of the program adopted by the general conference be
demonstrated

.

RE -AFFIRMLTION AND REVISION

The continued success of & simplified practice recommen-
dation depends on maintaining interest and on keeping it
abreast of current conditions. The latter requires, usually
once a year, (a) periodic resurvey to measure the degree of
adherence and to determine the desirability of revision, and
(b) the holding of conferences of the standing committee, or
of the industry, when necessary, to consider such revision
or to reaffirm the recommendation.

The initial action on the part of any industry in adopt-
ing a simplified list of sizes and varieties of a given
commodity is based on current conditions. The demand for
particular types or sizes of a product may be directed toward
entirely different items as time passes. Industry must have
available a method whereby it can effect the changes necessary
to keep the recommendation abreast of current practice.

IDENTIFICATION OF SIMPLIFIED LINES

in essential corollary to the application of a simpli-
fied practice recommends t ion is the adoption of adequate
means of keeping the project constantly before the consumer
through identification of the simplified list of items in
handbooks, catalogs, advertising, etc. The Division of
Simplified Practice has been able to assist manufacturers
and distributors in carrying out the expressed wishes of
the consumer in this regard. The number of such specific
references in trade literature is steadily increasing. In
several industries all the accepting manufacturers are
following the practice of identifying the simplified lists
of sizes and varieties of their products.
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Obviously, the value of any simplif ios t ion project is

measured by the degree or extent of its actual application'
or use. Moreover, such projects, however ner itorious

,
do

not 'sell" themselves; their usefulness must be demonstrated.

The most rapid and widespread adoption of a recommenda-
tion is not obtained by waiting for its superiority over
former practice to become evident through ” trisl-snd-error .

Instead, it is essential in the interest of minimizing waste
that the advantages inherent in the program be thoroughly and
persistently emphasized and demonstrated. Only in this way
can its value be brought home effectively, predictions not
based on oracticel demonstration usually fail to convince the
prospective user of the benefits he can expect.

A number of Simplified Practice Recommendations have
already secured an adherence of more than 90 percent, by
volume, of annual output. If each 'producer

,
distributor, and

consumer will do his part toward discarding nonessentials and
specify simplified lines when buying, adherence will approach
100 percent. Obviously, the higher the adherence to each
specific simplification, the greater will be the benefits to
all concerned’.

The paving brick industry was the first to use the
services of the Division of Simplified Practice. The pro-
cedure followed in developing simplified practice in that
industry will serve as a typical illustration of the methods
and principles already described. In this case, as in most
others, the project was initiated by the manufacturers of
the product, through their national association. In spite
of the fact that the volume of business had not fallen off
to any great extent, representative manufacturers believed
that excessive variety was keeping costs at unduly high
levels. Each manufacturer submitted figures showing the
number of brick of each size and type produced during a

period of several years, also the' current average demand-
for each.

These figures were tabulated in the order of percentage
of sales of each size to. total sales. The tabulation dis-
closed that more than 80 percent of total sales was concen-
trated on less than 20 percent of existing varieties of
sizes. Of the 66 sizes of vitrified paving brick regularly
produced, 11 accounted for more than 80 percent of total
salus. Thu remaining sales were thinly and unprof itably
distributed over thu othur 55 sizus. Thu ms nuf a ctur^r

s

therefore proposed to classify these 11 sizes as "rccognizud
varieties" and to eliminate as far as possible all other
s izes

.
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A general conference was held at the Department of
Commence on November 15, 1921, and was attended by manu-
facturers, distributors, Federal, State and local highway
officials representing users and highway engineers. The
proposals of the manufacturers, bached by the conclusive
evidence shown in the tabulation, were presented, and the
conference voted unanimously to approve them as a simpli-
fied practice reeommendat ion . a standing committee of the
industry was then appointed to sponsor the recommendation.
The members of this committee included representatives of
manufacturers, dealers, engineers, and other groups
concerned

,

a detailed report of the conference was prepared by
the Division of Simplified practice and mailed to interested
organizations, companies, and individuals. Included with
the report was an ''acceptance blank" by which. formal
approval could be registered. This blank; stated in effect
that the signer approved the action taken by the general
conference ana accepted the recommended sizes as his stan-
dard of practice for production, distribution, or use, as
the case might be. When a sufficient number of signed
acceptances had been received to indicate, initial success
of the program, the "simplified list of sizes, together
with a brief history of the project, was published in
booklet form by the Department of Commerce, National Bureau
of Standards, and designated "Simplified practice Recommen-
dation Rl ;i

.

The standing committee met on March 27, 1922, and
annually thereafter, to consider data' showing shipments of
each size and type of brick, through which the degree of
adherence to the recommendation could be measured. At the
first revision conference, the simplified' list was reduced
to 7 sizes. Subsequent conferences resulted in a net
reduction to 6 sizes, which covered more than 75 percent of
total demand.

On April 12, 1935, the committee met again, to accom-
plish the fourteenth annual review of this simplified
practice reeommendat Ion . On that occasion, operation of
the guiding- formula adopted by the committee • in 1924, when
applied to the detailed report of the variety survey of
shipments made during rhe calender year 1934, resulted in
certain substitutions Which kept the simplified list of
sizes at 6.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS OF SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE

Since the paving brick reeommendat ion was developed,
the Division of Simplified Practice has cooperated with
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many different industries in developing and making effective
more than 160 Simplified Practice Recommendations, which
have been accepted by thousands of associations and firms.
This support is entirely voluntary* In each case the pro-
cedure followed was basically the same as that which has
been described. The recommendations cover a wine range of
commodities

,
including construction materials, many metal

products, tools, ceramic products, textiles, paper and card
board products, mechanical products, materials handling
equipment, various types of containers, and forms such as
invoices and warehouse receipts.

The striking growth and expansion of simplified prac-
tice afford ample evidence that executives in every kind of
business realize the necessity of proper balance between
production, design, and sales, end realize also that
simplification, intelligently applied, benefits all three,
in attempting to measure in dollars and cents the benefits
gained through simplified practice, it is obviously imposs-
ible to make even a general estimate covering all savings.
The only figures available are those furnished by the
industries which have developed simplified practice projects
during the past 12 years, under the auspices of the Division
of Simplified Practice. These figures are further limited
to direct savings, and in most cases to savings accruing to
manufacturers. The Division has endeavored to secure
figures from every industry with which it has cooperated.
It has not been possible to get them in every case, but the
total of those submitted by the various industries has shown
direct savings averaging more than $250,000,000 annually.
Savings made by individual firms through simplifying their
own products have never been estimated as a whole.

The manufacturer benefits from simplified practice
through simplification of purchases, and through • more com-
prehensive planning and more effective investment in
inventories. Business failures resulting from frozen
inventories of raw and finished stock are minimized. Many
production problems can be more effectively handled, such
as those brought about by' the necessity of frequently
readjusting' machinery for the production of slightly
different items. Employee training is made easier and this
in turn is reflected in quality improvement. Simplified
practice tends to smooth out the irregularities of seasonal
operation by making it possible to manufacture for stock in
dull seasons with less danger of obsolescence. Reduction
of inventories, both of raw materials and finished stock,
releases invested capital, reduces interest charges, makes
handling easier, and releases storeroom space for other
purposes. The movement of goods is facilitated through
concentration of sales effort in fewer varieties, as the
manufacturer is thus better enabled to meet competition,
the probability of his running his plant continuously is
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increased, and the security of the employee's job is also
increased. Steady work means steady earnings and sustained
purchasing power. In this Way simplification operates to

strengthen business in general.

Wholesale and retail distributors are also benefited
by simplification. Inventories are not tied up by slow-
movin’: varieties of stock. Since the simplified line is
selected on the basis of known demand, faster turnover can
be secured. The distributor can give better service, as
there are fewer chances of his being "just out" of the item
sought

.

The ultimate consumer of "end products- pays all the
bills in the long run, hence is directly concerned in any
program which results in saving money in the manufacture or
distribution of the products he buys at retail. Kis interest
in simplified practice is therefore direct, though too
infrequently expressed or even realized. The benefits he
gains from simplified practice accrue to him primarily
through industrial competition. If a manufacturer reduces
the total cost of his product, he may be able to retain a

portion of the savings, but sooner or later he will take
advantage of reduced costs to seek more business, through
reduction in price, improvement in quality, or better service.
The distributor . does likewise, and the consumer gets the
final benefit in price, quality, service, 6r otherwise.

In considering benefits to the consumer, it should be
emphasized that the ultimate consumer, who buys end products
at retail for his individual use, is not the only one to be
classified as a -user- of manufactured products. In each
successive step in production and distribution, from raw
material to finished article, the finished product of one
industry may become the raw material for the next . Only a

very few of our largest industries, notably In the automo-
tive and .fuel groups, control the entire process of
production and distribution of any one product. Even those
few buy a certain proportion ' of materials and parts, and
practically all equipment and tools, from other manufac-
turers. The consequence is that with negligible exceptions
every industry ana individual is a consumer ' of some
products made by others. Even though a manufacturer, large
or small, may turn out a highly specialized, article in
which he' considers variety as essential, he still has to
buy and use products in v/hich excessive variety will cause
waste ana unnecessary expense to him.

'CAUSES' OF EXCESSIVE VaR ISTY

In view of the important benefits gained through
simplification, as now thoroughly proved by experience, the
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question is sometimes. raised as to why it is not universally
applied’. The effect of individual taste on the design of

goods for personal use is obvious. In the field of non-style
goons, or any goods in which style and taste are not con-
trolling factors, there are other influences which tend
toward increasing variety. These influences, while always
present, are accentuated during any period of depression,
accompanied by.' a buyers' market. It is during such periods
that variety is likely, to increase most rapidly, .-.s a

result periods of general economic recovery ar e marked by
increased demand for simplification.

On the one hand is the factor of production cost, pull-
ing strongly and at all times toward simplification. Opposed
to it are several factors pulling in the opposite direction.
Invention and new development constitute one factor, but its
influence and strength are intermittent and variable,
another factor, always present to some extent and greatly
strengthened during a buyers' market, has been called ‘the

pull of the sales department'. The job of that department
is to sell goods. Usually the income of its staff members
is at least partly dependent on volume of sales. Consciously
or otherwise, a good salesman is inclined to strain a point
to give the customer what he says he wants, oven though it

happens to be something out of the regular line.

A third factor which often has a strong influence
toward variety is the desire of technical men to create
something new, and to impress their individuality upon the
product. This desire is not only natural, but most valuable,
for without it there would.be no development or improvement.
Something new, something, different, may mean something better.
On. tho other hand, it may be just different. Some one must
uecide, basing his decision not on technical excellence
along, but on ell factors, with economic results as his
final measuring stick.

production, design, and sales are interdependent, and
no one of them can be allowed undue, influence. In a going
concern, the three factors are in "dynamic balance-. If
during a period of stress, the h^ad of a business yields to
the pull of the sales department, perhaps backed by that of
the technical staff, and increases the variety of product
on the theory that it will help to keep the factory going,
his competitor's are likely to follow suit. Before' long, a

new ''number has been added to the line throughout an entire
industry. As a temporary business expedient, such action
may be justified in particular cases. The trouble usually
is, however, that such an increase in variety is likely to
be permanent, ana eventually result in waste and expense all
the way to the consumer. Something of^this sort has
happened at one time or another in^every5 industry of any
size or permanence. The establishment of simplified
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practice and its recognition as an essential function of
management have gone far to prevent or correct such diffi-
culties. In' cases where a simplified practice recommenda-
tion has been put into effect in the industry, the periodic,
review by the standing committee has a strong influence in
checking undue increase in variety, or in reducing variety
at least to previous levels as soon as possible.

The beneficial effect of simplified practice in fields
other than financial and economic has occasionally been
questioned by individuals who see in simplification and
standardization a threat of the destruction of individuality.
This criticism presupposes that variety for its own sake is
desirable in every kind of article and commodity. The
fallacy of such a supposition is obvious to anyone ’-/ho has
even a general acquaintance with the products and methods of
industry. It is doubtful if anyone would seriously contend
that 176 different kinds of lamp bases would be preferable
to one standard, or that every typewriter should have a

different keyboard arrangement.

The underlying principle may be expressed briefly by
saying that the value of simplification and standardization
increases as the factors of style, taste, individuality, or
artistic expression become less important. None vents drab
uniformity in clothes or furniture or house decoration; on
the other hand, no intelligent person would consider that
variety for its own sake was desirable in steel bars or
metal lath or paving bricks. Simplification, like any other
sound and useful activity, is fundamentally based on common
sense

.

It should be recognized that simplified practice is
most effective when applied to commodities or products in
which style and individual taste are minor factors. Newer
industries usually find it advisable to delay the establish-
ment of a Simplified Practice Recommendation until inventive
genius and practical experimentation- have had full opportunity
to establish current best practice, and demand has given a

difinite indication of the users;*- preference.

Those commodities in which certain qualities are the
controlling elements or which must: meet the requirements of
special technical or engineering purposes sometimes lend
themselves more readily to standardization than to simplifi-
cation alone. Even in such cases, however, simplified
practice will frequently clear the -way for a standardization
program. When applied at all, it should be preliminary to
standardization, since the elimination of superfluous types
and sizes will permit technical groups' to concentrate their
standardizing efforts on essential items.
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FUTURE.. APPLICATIONS OF SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE

Considering the extent to which simplification has
become a vital factor in industry and commerce, the question
of its future possibilities is pertinent at this time*
Broadly speaking the surface has barely been scratched. Not
only are there numberless manufactured commodities to which
simplification has never been effectively applied, but new
fields of application are constantly developing. Leaving
out of consideration all efforts of individual firms or small
groups to simplify their products, opportunities for simpli-
fied. practice on a national scale, throughout whole industries,
are probably greater today than in 1921. A great majority of
projects carried through under the auspices of the Division of
Simplified Practice have applied to reductions in variety of
dimensions of manufactured articles. A few have covered
simplification of printed forms. At least one has covered
sizes and classification of a natural product. Dimensional
simplification will unquestionably be extended to a great many
more industrial products. Pith it will come a wider applica-
tion of the same principle of reduced variety, in types,
capacities, and other characteristics, of, hundreds of
commodities . Simplification will be studied and applied in
advance, when new products are being developed, thus avoiding
waste in production and marketing instead of waiting until
such waste has become a burden.

a considerable proportion of future simplified practice
recommendp-t ions will undoubtedly cover cases such as those
just described. It seems highly probable, however, that
there will be a strong trend toward further simplification
of every kind .of' commercial form, a start has been made, on
bank checks, invoices, and warehouse forms, but these repre-
sent only a smell fraction of the possibilities. Another
probable trend will be toward simplification of methods and
processes of performing various functions and operations,
both mechanical and clerical. Comparatively nothing has
been done on a national scale, in. this field, except in the
case of the very largest basic industries, and then mostly
by railroads and public utilities. Individual firms have in
most cases established n standard methods

,
some having

attained a high degree of simplification within their own
organizations, a few. trade associations have done success-
i ul work in connection with establishing uniform cost and
accounting methods. There still, however, is an almost
unexplored field for further cooperative effort along these
lines, particularly among industries which lack any strong
centralized organizations.

perhaps the most important trend, measured by possible
savings, lies in the general field of distribution. For more
than DC years the majority of our American engineering and
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inventive genius has been devoted largely to problems of
production. There is today an enormous quantity of informa-
tion available, in books, magazines, and data of all sorts,
covering what may be called the "science of production". No
comparable information- has been compiled on the subject of
distribution, and practically none on that of physical
distribution, with the single exception of transportation.
This is partially due to the fact that physical distribution
of most end products, commodities sold to the ultimate
consumer, is accomplished through more than one agency. With
few exceptions, these agencies are wholly uncoordinated. The
most outstanding instances of lack of coordination may perhaps
be found in the distribution of food products, but there are
many other commodities in which conditions are just as
wasta-ful.

Even .though each successive link in the chain from raw
material to consumer may be operating efficiently if con-
sidered by itself, loss, waste, and inefficiency may come in
at each point where one link joins the next. Opportunities
for cooperation, simplification, . and coordination in this
field are so enormous and widespread that it would be
impossible to list even a large proportion of them. Certain
specific opportunities, however, are obvious, as, for example,
in the design and use of containers. A start has been made in
this field, but years of concentrated effort will not exhaust
the possibilities. Simplified practice recommendations are
already in effect covering such items as glass bottles and
jars for a few commodities, certain types' of barrels and drums,
packaging of bolts and other small articles, ice cream con-
tainers, and set-up and folding boxes used for dry goods.
"Primary" containers su-ch as these, in which the actual
products are first packed, are made in countless types,
materials and designs. In some instances, container design
is highly individual, for advertising purposes. In the vast
majority of cases, however, individuality is largely confined
to labels, and the opportunity for reducing variety in shape
and dimensions is limitless.

In "secondary" containers, meaning those in which a
quantity of primary containers are packed, the field is vir-
tually untouched. One recommendation is in effect covering
paperboard secondary containers for canned fruits and
vegetables. Individual firms have adopted their own standards
for carrying thousands of products. No general effort has
been made, however, to simplify similar ' containers used by
different industries, and., in relatively few instances do we
find simplification throughout any one' industry. Many
products require a third container for shipment, carrying a
certain number of secondary containers. The same situation
as regards unnecessary variety applies with equal force to
shipping containers, and in addition to the usual advantages
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of simplification* a further advantage ean be gained through
reduction in variety . of : packing, and stowing methods for ship-
ment in freight cars, trucks, and other transportation equip-
ment.- Simplification of both kinds of containers would not
only reduce their cost

,

'but would result in substantial
savings in cost of handling, . storing, loading, and unloading.

Container simplification is closely related to simplifi-
cation of machines and equipment for handling materials and
goods.- Opportunities for such simplification cover almost
every -kind of machine or device used for such purposes. The
only Simplified Practice Recommendation in this field so far
covers dimensions of skid platforms. Other projects are
under consideration, covering industrial trucks, trailers,
conveyors, and several other kinds of equipment, but they
represent only a fraction of the possibilities. Both con-
tainers and material handling equipment must necessarily be
studied in their relation to transportation equipment, rail,
water, highway, and possibly air. The standard railway box
car has been the only unit nationally recognized as standard,
though the railways are making a continuous and successful
effort to reduce variety in car dimensions and numerous other
items. While 100 percent coordination may be impracticable,
the opportunity for accomplishing a high degree of coordina-
tion is tremendous. Simplification will be the largest factor
in accomplishing it, and perhaps the most important point to
be emphasized is that each successive step in this far
reaching

'

program will pay for itself many times over.

Experience has demonstrated the benefits of simplified
practice in hundreds of industries where it has been intelli-
gently applied and maintained. Simplified practice has become
fully recognized as an essential function of modern management,
and there is no longer any question as to its economic value.
Such benefits as conservation of natural ' resources

,
improve-

ment in quality. and service, and stabilization of labor,
cannot be accurately measured in terms of dollars ana cents.
The work of the Division of Simplified Practice has had a
profound influence on all industry, increasing as its results
became apparent. That influence has by no means been local, or
even national, in scope. It has extended to foreign countries
in three continents and. in at least one instance, in Australia,
it has been evidenced by direct adoption of the procedure used
here. In this country, the principles and methods used to
develop simplified practice have found their way into the
operations of the Federal Government, State

.

government s

,

hundreds of industrial and commercial groups and organizations,
and into the literature, of business economics, management,
engineering, and education. A number of universities have
already incorporated the subject of a simplified practice in
their courses on economics, business management, and engineer-
ing.
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In cooperation with not only Governmental hut other
agencies

,
such as the American Standards Association, and the

American Society for Testing Materials, the Division of
Simplified 'Practice assures American industry adequate
facilities, experience and help in establishing sound
recommenced practices.

CONCLUSION

In' conclusion, it may be helpful to summarize the
respective functions and responsibilities of the industry,
the Department of Commerce, and the individual acceptor in
developing a simplified practice recommendat ion . The signer
of an acceptance is asked to bear clearly in mind certain
facts, which are stated on the reverse of the acceptance
form in the following terms.

1. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDUSTRY -- This waste elimination
program was developed by the industry on its own initiative.
Its success depends wholly on the active cooperation of those
concerned. The Department cooperates only when requested to do
so, and only to such extent as appears desirable in order to
secure the most beneficial results for all concerned.

2. THE ACCEPTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY -- You are entering into an
entirely voluntary agreement, whereby the members of the in-
dustry, together with the distributors, and consumers of the
product, and others concerned, hope to secure the benefits in-
herent in Simplified Practice. It is obvious that instances
will occur in which it will be necessary to supply or purchase
items not included in the simplified list. The purpose of
simplification is to limit regular stock items to those
described in the schedule, and to place all others in the class
of specials. CONSUMERS can make the program more effective if
they will make a definite effort to CONFINE THEIR PURCHASES TO
THE SIZES, ETC., SPECIFIED IN THIS SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE
RECOMMENDATION

.

3. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT -- The Department of
Commerce has no regulatory powers with respect to Simplified
Practice. Instead, Simplified Practice is based on voluntary
cooperation. The function performed by the Department of
Commerce is fourfold: First, to provide a neutral agency
which will insure adequate consideration of the needs of all
interests; second, to secure the widespread adoption of and
close adherence to the recommendation; third, to add all
possible prestige to this waste elimination plan; yaa fourth, to
supply such assistance and advice in support of this program
as past experience with similar projects may suggest.
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4. ACCEPTANCE BY INDUSTRY -- When the Simplified Practice
Recommendation identified on the face of this form has been
accepted by manufacturers, distributors, and users whose
production, distribution, ana use of the named commodity
represents sufficient volume of that commodity to insure
the initial success of the program, it will be indorsed and
published by the Department of Commerce in the interest of
waste elimination in industry. If in the opinion of the
standing committee of the industry and of the Department of
Commerce, the volume of indicated support of any recommenda-
tion is insufficient to justify indorsement and publication,
the Department reserves the right to withhold its indorsement
and postpone publication until sufficient support has been
obtained

.
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